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ABSTRACT
Context. Massive star formation and the processes involved are still poorly understood. The ATLASGAL survey provides an ideal
basis for detailed studies of large numbers of massive star forming clumps covering the whole range of evolutionary stages. The
ATLASGAL Top100 is a sample of clumps selected from their infrared and radio properties to be representative for the whole range
of evolutionary stages.
Aims. The ATLASGAL Top100 sources are the focus of a number of detailed follow-up studies that will be presented in a series of
papers. In the present work we use the dust continuum emission to constrain the physical properties of this sample and identify trends
as a function of source evolution.
Methods. We determine flux densities from mid-infrared to submm wavelength (8–870 µm) images and use these values to fit their
spectral energy distributions (SEDs) and determine their dust temperature and flux. Combining these with recent distances from the
literature including maser parallax measurements we determine clump masses, luminosities and column densities.
Results. We define four distinct source classes from the available continuum data and arrange these into an evolutionary sequence.
This begins with sources found to be dark at 70 µm, followed by 24 µm weak sources with an embedded 70 µm source, continues
through mid-infrared bright sources and ends with infrared bright sources associated with radio emission (i.e., H ii regions). We find
trends for increasing temperature, luminosity and column density with the proposed evolution sequence, confirming that this sample
is representative of different evolutionary stages of massive star formation. Our sources span temperatures from approximately 11 to
41 K, with bolometric luminosities in the range 57 L-3.8× 106 L. The highest masses reach 4.3× 104 M and peak column densities
up to 1.1 × 1024 cm−1, and therefore have the potential to form the most massive O-type stars. We show that at least 93 sources (85%)
of this sample have the ability to form massive stars and that most are gravitationally unstable and hence likely to be collapsing.
Conclusions. The highest column density ATLASGAL sources cover the whole range of evolutionary stages from the youngest to
the most evolved high-mass star forming clumps. Their study provides a unique starting point for more in-depth research on massive
star formation in four distinct evolutionary stages whose well defined physical parameters afford more detailed studies. As most of
the sample is closer than 5 kpc, these sources are also ideal for follow-up observations with high spatial resolution.
Key words. stars: massive – stars: formation – stars: evolution – radiative transfer – surveys
1. Introduction
Massive stars (>8 M) play an important role in the evolution of
their host galaxies (Kennicutt 2005). During the early stages of
their formation they drive powerful molecular outflows that in-
ject momentum into the surrounding environment. At their later
stages they drive strong stellar winds and emit copious amounts
of ionizing radiation that shape their local environments and reg-
ulate further star formation. Massive stars are also primarily re-
sponsible for the production of nearly all heavy elements, which
are returned to the interstellar medium (ISM) through stellar
winds and supernovae leading to an enrichment of the local and
global environment and changes to the chemistry. Yet the for-
mation and early evolutionary stages of massive star formation
are still not well understood (see Zinnecker & Yorke 2007 for a
review).
The main hurdles to an improved understanding are that high
mass stars are rare and are therefore typically found at large dis-
tances from the Sun (> 2 kpc), and that the earliest stages of
their formation take place while they are still deeply embed-
ded in their natal molecular clouds. Consequently, the earliest
stages are hidden from more traditional observations at opti-
cal and near-infrared wavelengths and therefore observations in
the far-infrared and submillimeter regimes are required to probe
these extremely dense environments. Furthermore, massive stars
are known to form almost exclusively in clusters (de Wit et al.
2004) and therefore high-resolution is required to separate indi-
vidual (proto-)cluster members.
In recent years, a number of Galactic plane surveys have
been undertaken that probe large volumes of the Galaxy and
provide a straightforward way to identify a large sample of em-
bedded massive stars and clusters that will include examples of
sources in all of the important evolutionary stages. These sur-
veys provide almost complete coverage of near-infrared to radio
wavelengths (e.g., the UKIRT Infrared Deep Sky Survey Galac-
tic Plane Survey (UKIDSS GPS), Lucas et al. 2008; Galactic
Legacy Infrared Mid-Plane Survey Extraordinaire (GLIMPSE),
Benjamin et al. & et al. 2003; Midcourse Space Experiment
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(MSX), Price et al. 2001; Wide-Field Infrared Survey Explorer
(WISE) Wright et al. 2010; Multiband Infrared Photometer for
Spitzer survey of the inner Galactic Plane (MIPSGAL), Carey
et al. 2009; Herschel infrared Galactic Plane Survey (Hi-GAL),
Molinari et al. 2010; APEX Telescope Large Area Survey of the
Galaxy (ATLASGAL), Schuller et al. 2009; Bolocam Galactic
Plane Survey (BGPS), Aguirre et al. 2011 and the Co-ordinated
Radio and Infrared Survey for High-Mass Star Formation (COR-
NISH), Purcell et al. 2013 and Hoare et al. 2012).
Dust emission is generally optically thin at submillimetre
wavelengths and therefore surveys at these wavelengths are an
excellent tracer of column density and total mass. The ATLAS-
GAL survey covers a total area of 420 square degrees, trac-
ing dust throughout the inner Galaxy (300◦ < ` < 60◦ with
|b| ≤ 1.5◦ and was subsequently extended to 280◦ < ` < 300◦
with −2◦ < b < 1◦ (Schuller et al. 2009). The survey was con-
ducted with the Large APEX Bolometer Camera (LABOCA,
Siringo et al. 2009) using the Atacama Pathfinder EXperiment
12 m telescope (APEX; Güsten et al. 2006), which is located
at a height of ∼5100 m on the Chajnantor plateau in the Ata-
cama desert in Chile. APEX has an angular resolution of 19.2′′
at 870 µm.
Subsequently, the ATLASGAL compact source catalog
(CSC; Contreras et al. 2013; Urquhart et al. 2014a) and the AT-
LASGAL Gaussclumps source catalog (GCSC; Csengeri et al.
2014) were extracted, identifying ∼10,000 dust clumps located
throughout the inner Galaxy. These catalogues include large
numbers of potential high mass star forming regions in differ-
ent evolutionary stages from massive starless regions to clumps
associated with (ultra-) compact H ii regions on the verge of de-
stroying their natal environment. In the past, studies into mas-
sive star formation have focused on a single well defined evolu-
tionary stage (e.g., UCHii regions (Wood & Churchwell 1989),
high mass protostellar objects (Sridharan et al. 2002) or Class
II methanol masers, which exclusively pinpoint the locations of
high mass protostars (Walsh et al. 1997, 2003)). Although many
of these have been successful in parameterising these stages they
tell us little about how these various phases are connected, how
their properties change as the embedded star evolves or the rel-
ative lifetimes of each stage. However, covering the full mid-
infrared to submm wavelength regime with unprecedented sen-
sitivity and resolution, the above-mentioned unbiased Galactic
plane surveys and in particular the ATLASGAL catalogues pro-
vide an excellent starting point to study the complete evolu-
tionary sequence of massive stars in a robust statistical manner
(Urquhart et al. 2014a).
We have used the ATLASGAL survey to select a sample of
∼100 massive clumps that likely represent different evolutionary
stages (Giannetti et al. 2014). We have also correlated this sam-
ple with methanol masers (Urquhart et al. 2013a), YSOs and H ii
regions (Urquhart et al. 2013b, 2014b) to constrain the evolution-
ary state of the sample’s sources. This sample has also been the
subject of molecular line follow-up studies to fully characterize
the evolutionary sequence and derive the physical properties of
different stages. The results of these studies have been discussed
in a series of papers. For example, CO depletion and isotopic ra-
tios have been investigated by Giannetti et al. (2014), SiO emis-
sion for the northern sources to trace shocked gas was studied
by Csengeri et al. (2016) and NH3 has been used to investigate
infall towards selected sources by Wyrowski et al. (2016) with
a number of papers in preparation focusing on their associated
outflows (Navarete et al in prep.) and modeling of their chem-
istry (Giannetti et al. in prep.). Using these spectroscopic and
continuum surveys will provide the most detailed view of the
evolutionary sequence of massive stars and robust constraints on
the physical properties, chemical conditions and kinematics of
this unique sample of high-mass star forming regions selected
from the whole inner Galactic plane.
In this paper we use multi-wavelength dust continuum emis-
sion to characterize this sample of candidate massive star form-
ing regions, in terms of dust temperatures, bolometric luminosi-
ties and clump masses. Together with the latest distances these
quantities are key to the further analysis of the sample. To derive
the sources’ physical properties from dust continuum spectral
energy distributions, we complement the 870 µm ATLASGAL
data with publicly available Herschel/Hi-GAL (Molinari et al.
2010), MSX (Egan et al. 2003) and WISE (Wright et al. 2010)
data in order to cover a wavelength range from 8 µm to 870 µm.
Furthermore, we show that our sample comprises a representa-
tive set of sources covering all of the important embedded evo-
lutionary stages of massive star formation.
This paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 we describe
how the initial selection was made and briefly discuss how the
source classification has evolved as new survey data have be-
come available. In Section 3 we explain how the photometry and
spectral energy distributions (SEDs) have been obtained. In Sec-
tion 4 we derive physical parameters from the results of the SED
modeling, while in Section 5 we discuss the assignment of our
sources to different stages of development and an evolutionary
sequence. In Section 6 we summarize our findings and present a
brief outlook on future work.
2. Sample Selection and Classification
We selected 110 sources from the ATLASGAL compact source
cataloguethat are likely in different evolutionary stages, using
ancillary data to trace their star formation activity. We orig-
inally selected 102 sources as being the brightest sources at
submillimeter wavelengths in 4 distinct groups as described by
Giannetti et al. (2014), using ancillary mid-infrared and radio
data. During various ongoing follow-up projects 8 sources were
added, and here we investigate the physical properties of this
sample of 110 sources as a necessary reference for future stud-
ies. In the following sections we refer to this sample as the AT-
LASGAL “Top100”.
2.1. Classification
Since the initial classification of the sources by Giannetti et al.
(2014), new catalogs have become available, allowing for a re-
fined classification that better reflects the physical properties of
the sources in different evolutionary stages. In this paper, we re-
classify our sample using four distinct phases of massive star
formation. Three of these phases are drawn from the scheme
originally outlined by Giannetti et al. (2014) and Csengeri et al.
(2016) (i.e., mid-infrared dark/weak, mid-infrared bright and Hii
regions). Here we refine this classification and extend it to in-
clude the youngest starless/pre-stellar phase based on the physi-
cal properties of the sample.
A schematic diagram of the classification process is shown
in Figure 1. First, the sources are checked for radio continuum
emission using CORNISH survey (Hoare et al. 2012; Purcell
et al. 2013), the RMS survey (Urquhart et al. 2007, 2009) or
the targeted observations towards methanol masers reported by
Walsh et al. (1999). When radio continuum emission is found
at either 4 or 8 GHz within 10′′ of the ATLASGAL peak, the
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Fig. 1. Classification process for the Top100 sample.
source is considered to be a compact H ii region.1 Furthermore,
we refined the distinction between mid-infrared weak and mid-
infrared bright sources by inspecting the emission in the 21 µm
MSX (Price et al. 2001) and 24 µm MIPSGAL (Carey et al.
2009) images. Looking for signs of star-formation, a source is
considered mid-infrared bright if there is a compact mid-infrared
source associated with the submm emission peak and the flux re-
ported in the compact source catalogs (Egan et al. 2003; Guter-
muth & Heyer 2015) is above 2.6 Jy, corresponding to a 4, 8
or 15 M star at 1, 4 and 20 kpc, respectively (Heyer et al.
2016). Accordingly a source is considered to be mid-infrared
weak, when the compact mid-infrared emission in the 21/24 µm
band is below 2.6 Jy or no compact source is associated with
the peak. Finally, the sources in the starless/pre-stellar phase are
identified from a visual inspection of Hi-GAL PACS 70 µm im-
ages. Showing no compact emission at 70 µm within 10′′ of the
submm emission peak a source is considered 70 µm weak. This
means that sources showing diffuse emission at 70 µm or com-
pact 70 µm sources offset from the dust peak are still considered
as 70 µm weak clumps.
In Figure 2 we show example three color images for each
class and below we briefly describe the observed feature of each
phase and give the number of source classified in each:
– Starless/pre-stellar stage (16 sources): A quiescent phase,
which represents the earliest stage of massive star formation
(Fig. 2, top panel). These clumps are either mostly devoid of
any embedded pointlike sources in the Hi-GAL 70 micron
images or only show weak emission. They are likely to be
the coldest and least luminous sources of the whole sample,
and may already be collapsing but no protostellar object has
yet formed (e.g. Motte et al. 2010; Elia et al. 2013; Traficante
et al. 2015). This class is called “70 µm weak” from here on.
1 Comparing the angular offsets between the peak of the submillimetre
emission and a number of massive star formation tracers Urquhart et al.
(2014c) determined that ∼85 per cent of compact embedded objected
were located within 10′′ of each other and we have therefore adopted
this radius as our association criterion.
Fig. 2. Three color images of sample sources for each class sorted from
youngest (top) to most evolved (bottom). Size: 5’×5’; red: ATLAS-
GAL 870 µm; green: PACS 160 µm; blue: PACS 70 µm.
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– Protostellar stage (33 sources): compact point sources are
clearly seen in the 70 µm Hi-GAL image and so protostel-
lar objects are present (Fig. 2, second panel). The embed-
ded 70 µm sources are either not associated with any mid-
infrared counterparts within 10′′ of the peak emission or the
associated compact emission is below our threshold of 2.6 Jy,
which indicates that the star formation is at an early stage and
that the clumps are likely to be dominated by cold gas. We
call this class “Mid-IR weak” throughout the paper.
– High-mass protostellar stage (36 sources): this phase is char-
acterized by strong compact mid-infrared emission seen in 8
and 24 micron images and is one of the most active stages of
massive star formation (Fig. 2, third panel). These clumps are
likely undergoing collapse in the absence of a strong mag-
netic field (Urquhart et al. 2014c, 2015), show signs of infall
(Wyrowski et al. 2016) and are likely to be driving strong
outflows (Navarete et al. in prep.). Due to the infall, outflows,
and already active young stellar objects, these sources are
also likely to be significantly hotter than the sources in the
quiescent phase, giving rise to the bright emission at mid-IR
wavelengths (called “Mid-IR bright” from here on).
– Compact H ii region phase (25 sources): In the latest evolu-
tionary phase we define here, the sources have just begun to
disperse their natal envelope and are ionizing their local envi-
ronment, creating compact Hii regions (Fig. 2, bottom panel).
These sources are associated with bright mid-infrared emis-
sion and compact radio continuum emission arising from the
ionization of their environment, making them easily distin-
guishable from the earlier evolutionary phases. We refer to
this class as “Hii regions” from here on.
2.2. Distances
We have determined distances for 109 of the 110 sources of the
sample. These distances have been drawn from the literature and
supplemented with our own kinematic distances (Wienen et al.
2015). The distances given in Table 1 are based on those given
by Giannetti et al. (2014) but incorporate the results of the latest
maser parallax measurements reported by Reid et al. (2014); this
has resulted in the distances for 6 sources changing by ∼2 kpc.
For a small number of sources the distances adopted by Giannetti
et al. (2014) disagreed with distances reported in the literature.
Given that the distances extracted from the literature are kine-
matic in nature and have been determined using the same H i
data and comparable radial velocity measurements these varia-
tions likely result from slight differences in the method applied
and the sensitivity and transition of the line surveys used in dif-
ferent studies.
There are 8 sources where the literature distance and distance
adopted by Giannetti et al. (2014) disagree by more than a few
kpc. For one source (i.e., AGAL330.954−00.1822.) higher res-
olution H i data have become available from targeted follow-up
observations made toward UC H ii regions (Urquhart et al. 2012)
and we have adopted the distance obtained from the analysis of
this data, which utilizes the presence or non-presence of Hi self
absorption as a distance indicator. We have examined the mid-
infrared images for the other 7 sources and find 3 to be coin-
cident with localized areas of extinction, which would suggest
that a near distance is more likely (i.e., AGAL008.684−00.367,
AGAL008.706−00.414, AGAL353.066+00.452). Examination
of the H i data towards AGAL316.641−00.087 reveals absorp-
tion at the source velocity and so we place this source at the
2 We use source names from Contreras et al. (2013)
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Fig. 3. Galactic distribution of the ATLASGAL Top100 sample. The
positions of the H ii regions, mid-infrared bright, mid-infrared weak and
70 µm weak sources are indicated by the blue, green and red and yel-
low filled circles, respectively. The orange shaded area indicates the
region of the Galactic plane covered by the ATLASGAL survey to a
distance of 20 kpc, within which the survey is complete for compact
clumps with masses >1000 M. The background image is a schematic
of the Galactic disc as viewed from the Northern Galactic Pole (cour-
tesy of NASA/JPL-Caltech/R. Hurt (SSC/Caltech)). The Sun is located
at the apex of the wedge and is indicated by the  symbol. The smaller
of the two cyan dot-dashed circles represents the locus of tangent points,
while the larger circle traces the solar circle. The spiral arms are labeled
in white and Galactic quadrants are given by the roman numerals in
the corners of the image. The magenta line shows the innermost region
toward the Galactic centre where distances are not reliable.
near distance. The lack of an absorption feature in the H i data
or evidence of extinction would suggest that the three remain-
ing sources are located at the far distance and indeed for three
sources this is likely to be the case (i.e. AGAL337.704−00.054
and AGAL337.176−00.032, AGAL337.258−00.101; Giannetti
et al. 2015).
For one source (i.e. AGAL008.831−00.027) we did not ob-
tain a distance, as its LSR velocity is close to zero (VLSR =
0.53 km s−1), hence rendering a kinematic distance unreliable.
2.2.1. Source Distribution
In Fig. 3 we present the distribution of the Top100 on a schematic
diagram of the Milky Way that includes many of the key ele-
ments of Galactic structure, such as the location of the spiral
arms and the Galactic long and short bars (Churchwell et al.
2009).
In Fig. 4 we show the distance distribution of the Top100
sources, which features two distinct peaks at ∼2 kpc and ∼4 kpc.
These peaks correlate with the near parts of the Sagittarius and
Scutum-Centaurus arms, respectively, as seen in Fig. 3. We note
that we only show the histogram for the full sample, as the
sources in all four phases have a similar distance distribution.
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bin size is 1 kpc.
This is confirmed by Anderson-Darling tests3 (Stephens 1974)
performed for the different classes yielding p-values higher than
0.02 for all classes, confirming the null hypothesis of two sam-
ples being drawn from the same distribution at the 3σ signifi-
cance level. Second, there is a drop-off in the number of sources
beyond a distance of 6 kpc. As the whole sample is selected such
that the brightest sources in the ATLASGAL catalog were se-
lected for each category, a general distance bias toward closer
distances and being located in the closest spiral arms is not sur-
prising.
3. Spectral energy distributions
The evolutionary scheme for high-mass star formation described
in Sect. 2 is primarily based on the visual examination of infrared
images and the presence or absence of an infrared embedded
point source and is therefore largely a phenomenological classi-
fication scheme. To robustly test this evolutionary sequence we
need to determine the sample members’ physical properties and
search for trends in these parameters that support this. Key ele-
ments of this are the source temperatures and bolometric lumi-
nosities. These parameters can be determined from model fits to
the source’s spectral energy distributions (SEDs).
To do this we have extracted multi-wavelength continuum
data (mid-infrared to submillimeter wavelengths) and performed
aperture photometry to reconstruct the dust continuum SEDs.
The fluxes obtained from the photometry were fitted with a sim-
ple model to derive the dust temperature and integrated flux,
which were subsequently used to estimate the bolometric lumi-
nosities and total masses. The data used and methods supplied
will be described in detail in the following subsections.
3.1. Dust continuum surveys
The mid-infrared wavelength regime is covered using archival
data from either the MSX (Egan et al. 2003) or the WISE
3 We chose the Anderson-Darling test over a Kolmogorov-Smirnov
test, as it is more sensitive to subtle differences in smaller samples (com-
pare e.g. Razali 2011).
(Wright et al. 2010) surveys. The far-infrared spectrum is cov-
ered by the two Herschel (Pilbratt et al. 2010) instruments SPIRE
(Griffin et al. 2010) and PACS (Poglitsch et al. 2010), covering
the wavelength range from 70 µm up to 500 µm with 5 different
bands centered at 70, 160, 250, 350 and 500 µm, respectively.
These bands are especially well suited to determine the peak of
the SED for cool dust. The level 2.5 maps from the Herschel
Infrared Galactic Plane Survey (Hi-GAL, Molinari et al. 2010)
were retrieved from the Herschel Science Archive (HSA)4, and
were downloaded in version 11 of the Standard Product Genera-
tion (SPGv11) pipeline. To obtain the flux for the longest wave-
length (submillimeter) entry of the SED, the 870 µm ATLAS-
GAL maps are used.
For all of these data sets we extracted 5 × 5 arcminute sized
images centered on the source positions. Where necessary the
map units were converted to Jy pixel−1 while keeping the origi-
nal resolution. For MSX and WISE images this meant converting
from W m−2 sr−1 and digital numbers (DN) to Jy pixel−1, respec-
tively.5
3.2. Aperture photometry
Aperture photometry was used to extract fluxes in a consistent
way from the mid-infrared and submillimetre maps. The flux
density Faper was integrated over a circular aperture centered on
the peak flux pixel position. The peak position was identified
in either the 250 µm, 160 µm or the 870 µm band, depending on
whether the band was suffering from saturation, following the
order of the bands as previously stated. Assuming a Gaussian
shaped source brightness profile with a FWHM as reported in
Csengeri et al. (2014), we use an aperture size for each source
with a radius of 3σ, where σ = FWHM/(2
√
2 ln 2) to obtain
most of the flux (> 99%) of a source. With a minimum aper-
ture size of 55.1′′ the apertures were also selected such that they
are resolved by the lowest resolution data (i.e. 36.6′′ for SPIRE
500 µm). We performed tests that revealed that smaller aperture
sizes underestimate the flux, while a larger aperture size might
cut into some other emission nearby, as the source confusion
for some of the clumps of our sample is significant, since these
are associated with some of the most active star forming sites in
the Galaxy. Subsequently, the background flux density Fbg ob-
tained from the median pixel value of a circular annulus around
the same center position as the aperture was subtracted from the
aperture flux to obtain the background-corrected source flux F.
When fluxes could be successfully extracted from the MSX
maps, we preferred these over the WISE fluxes, as the MSX
maps have a resolution of 18′′ similar to the longer wavelength
bands (e.g. 19.2′′ for ATLASGAL). In addition, MSX suffers
less from saturation than the WISE data (compare e.g. Cutri et
al. 2012, Chapter VI.3 and Robitaille et al. 2007, Table 1). In
cases where the photometry extracted from the MSX images is
a non-detection we turned to the higher sensitivity WISE data to
determined the flux.
An example for the photometry extraction in the far-infrared
to submm bands is presented in Fig. 5, showing the position and
size of the aperture and annulus used to estimate the background
contribution for this source. In total, we found one source to be
saturated at 70 µm, one source at 160 µm, 39 sources are satu-
4 http://herschel.esac.esa.int/Science_Archive.shtml
5 For more information see http://irsa.ipac.caltech.
edu/applications/MSX/MSX/imageDescriptions.htm and
http://wise2.ipac.caltech.edu/docs/release/prelim/
expsup/sec2_3f.html#tbl1
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Fig. 5. Images of a single source (AGAL317.867−00.151) seen in the different bands, showing the aperture (green circle), background annulus
(yellow dashed circle), ATLASGAL and peak flux position (red and blue crosses, respectively) and the peak pixel search area (red dotted circle).
The beamsize is indicated as a grey circle in the lower right.
rated at 250 µm and 14 sources at 350 µm. Note that when one or
more bands in the far-infrared to submm range suffers from satu-
ration, always the SPIRE 250 µm band is one of them. Moreover
we note that the fraction of sources being saturated in at least
one band increases through the classes: from no source suffering
from saturation for the 70 µm weak sample, 6 sources (i.e. 16%)
of the mid-infrared weak class, 10 in the mid-infrared bright
sample (i.e. 31%) and 23 (i.e. 92%) for the HII regions. For the
photometry, the saturated pixels were set to the maximum pixel
value of the image, and the flux is only taken as a lower limit for
the SED fitting (see Section 3.3). To ensure good fitting results
we require at least 3 bands in the far-IR to submm regime to be
free from saturation.
In Figure 6 we show the emission profiles of the submm
bands for a single source (AGAL317.867−00.151). To better
emphasize the structure and make it comparable between the
different bands, for each wavelength we subtracted the median
background emission as determined far away (i.e. 5 times the
aperture size) from the source where the profile gets flat and then
normalized the flux to the peak emission in that band. As can
be seen from the plot, the SPIRE 500 µm band traces the more
extended emission, falling off to the background plateau level
rather slowly compared to the other bands. Conversely, the other
bands trace the peak of the emission within the aperture, but the
background aperture still cuts into some local plateau associated
with the cloud. The contribution of this is lower than 10 percent
for all bands except the SPIRE 500 µm. Accordingly we assume
a rather large measurement uncertainty for the 500 µm band of
50 percent to account for the added uncertainty from the back-
ground correction as well as to account for the the large pixel
size of 15′′ in this band. For the other Herschel bands we as-
sume a measurement uncertainty of 20% bands and a measure-
ment uncertainty of 15% for the flux estimate of the ATLASGAL
band. Finally, the absolute calibration uncertainties are added to
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Fig. 6. Emission profiles of a single source (AGAL317.867−00.151)
for the different bands, showing the aperture (green shaded area) and
background annulus (ochre shaded area). The horizontal dashed lines
shown in yellow, magenta and green indicate the flux uncertainties we
assume for the ATLASGAL, SPIRE 500 µm and remaining Herschel
bands, respectively. Note that the 500 µm band traces the more extended
emission and we therefore assume a measurment uncertainty of 50% in
this band when fitting the SEDs.
the intrinsic measurement error in quadrature to obtain the un-
certainties of the (non-saturated) flux densities.
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Fig. 7. Sample SEDs for all four evolutionary classes sorted from
youngest to most evolved sources from top to bottom. A single com-
ponent greybody is fitted for the upper two, whereas a two-component
fit is used for the later two sources. The green dashed lines in the lower
panels show the greybody and blackbody components of the fit.
3.3. SED Models
The multi-wavelength photometic data obtained were fitted us-
ing standard methods to obtain the dust temperature and bolo-
metric luminosity of each source.
For sources for which no mid-infrared emission is detected
(or a flux density measurement is available for only one mid-
infrared band), we follow the method of Elia et al. (2010) and
Motte et al. (2010), fitting a single greybody model to the flux
densities measured for the cold dust envelope. When fitting only
the cold component, we use the 70 µm flux density as an upper
limit for the dust emission. Assuming the measured flux density
at 70 µm is always a combination from the cold dust envelope
and a young embedded object, taking it as an upper limit for
the dust emission avoids overestimating the dust temperature.
For the fitting of the greybody we leave the dust spectral index
β fixed to a value of 1.75, computed as the mean value from
the dust opacities over all dust models of Ossenkopf & Henning
(1994) for the submm regime. This also facilitates comparison
of the envelope masses calculated here with previous results pre-
sented in the literature (e.g. Thompson et al. 2004; Nguyen Lu-
ong et al. 2011).
Where at least two flux density measurements are available at
the (different) shorter wavelengths, a two-component model con-
sisting of a blackbody and a greybody is fitted to the SED (e.g.
Beuther et al. 2010). As the 70 µm flux has a significant influence
on the general quality of the fit (Mottram et al. 2011b) and hence
on the temperature estimate of the cold dust, the blackbody be-
ing added to the model quantitatively constrains the contribution
of a deeply embedded, hot component to the 70 µm flux density.
Note that for the mid-infrared weak sources a flux density mea-
surement at 21µm might be available, but as at least two mea-
surements are necessary for the hot component to be fitted, only
the greybody is taken into account, emphasizing the importance
of the 70 µm flux being taken as an upper limit in such cases
(compare Figure 7, second tile).
We were able to fit the SEDs for all 110 sources in our sam-
ple. A single greybody component fit was used to model the
emission for 38 of the mid-infrared dark sources while the re-
maining 73 sources were fitted using the two component fit of
a greybody plus the blackbody as described in the previous sec-
tion. In Fig. 7 we show sample SEDs for all four classes and
the model fits to the data. The top panels show a single compo-
nent greybody fit to a 70 µm weak and to a mid-infrared weak
source whilst the lower panels show the results of a two com-
ponent fit to sources of the class of mid-infrared weak sources
and the H ii regions. A comparison of the two-component model
with the radiative transfer model used by Robitaille et al. (2007)
is presented in Sect. 4.1.
4. Results
We have obtained estimates for the bolometric dust temperatures
and fluxes for the whole sample. Combining these parameters
with the distances discussed in Sect. 2 we have calculated the
source masses, luminosities and column densities for all but one
source. In Tables 1 and 2 we give the parameters for each source
and a summary of the derived parameters for each class, re-
spectively. Fig. 8 presents cumulative distribution functions for
the dust temperatures, bolometric luminosities, masses, linear
source sizes and column densities.
We excluded 9 sources from the analysis for
which the SEDs or classification were unreliable, as
they are located in rather complex regions. For 4
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Table 1. Source parameters for the first 15 sources.
Name d dref Vlsr lapp bapp Dapp Class T ∆T Lbol Mclump αvir
(kpc) (km/s) (deg) (deg) (′′) (K) (K) (L) (M)
AGAL006.216−00.609 2.9 (22) 18.5 6.216 −0.609 71.6 IRw 16.0 0.2 7.3 × 102 4.5 × 102 −
AGAL008.671−00.356 4.8 (19) 35.1 8.668 −0.355 69.1 Hii 26.3 1.4 8.6 × 104 3.0 × 103 −
AGAL008.684−00.367 4.8 (19) 38.0 8.682 −0.367 66.1 IRw 24.2 0.2 2.7 × 104 1.4 × 103 0.69
AGAL008.706−00.414 4.8 (19) 39.4 8.704 −0.412 92.1 IRw 11.8 0.3 5.0 × 102 1.6 × 103 0.22
AGAL008.831−00.027 − − 0.5 8.831 −0.027 70.9 IRw 24.1 1.5 − − −
AGAL010.444−00.017 8.6 (1) 75.9 10.442 −0.016 65.5 IRw 20.7 0.3 1.1 × 104 1.6 × 103 0.40
AGAL010.472+00.027 8.6 (1) 67.6 10.472 +0.028 55.1 Hii 30.5 2.4 4.6 × 105 1.0 × 104 0.22
AGAL010.624−00.384 5.0 (1) −2.9 10.623 −0.382 65.0 Hii 34.5 3.6 4.2 × 105 3.7 × 103 0.42
AGAL012.804−00.199 2.4 (28) 36.2 12.805 −0.197 84.4 Hii 35.1 2.3 2.4 × 105 1.8 × 103 0.78
AGAL013.178+00.059 2.4 (25) 50.4 13.176 +0.062 87.6 70w 24.2 0.8 8.3 × 103 3.6 × 102 0.96
AGAL013.658−00.599 4.5 (22) 48.4 13.656 −0.596 67.0 IRb 27.4 1.3 2.0 × 104 5.6 × 102 0.53
AGAL014.114−00.574 2.6 (3) 20.8 14.112 −0.572 81.0 IRw 22.4 0.8 3.1 × 103 3.5 × 102 0.65
AGAL014.194−00.194 3.9 (3) 39.2 14.194 −0.191 72.0 IRw 18.2 0.6 2.7 × 103 8.2 × 102 0.50
AGAL014.492−00.139 3.9 (3) 39.5 14.491 −0.137 89.3 70w 12.4 0.4 7.5 × 102 1.9 × 103 0.55
AGAL014.632−00.577 1.8 (27) 18.5 14.631 −0.576 83.5 IRw 22.5 0.4 2.7 × 103 2.5 × 102 0.84
Notes. The Columns are as follows: Name: the ATLASGAL catalog source name. d: distance. dref Distance reference (see list of references below
table). Vlsr: source velocity. lapp: Galactic longitude of aperture center. bapp: Galactic latitude of aperture center. Dapp: aperture diameter. Class:
class of the source (Hii: Hii region, IRb: mid-infrared bright, 24d: mid-infrared weak (c: confused within the aperture), 70d: 70 µm weak). T : Dust
temperature ∆T : Error of the dust temperature. Lbol: Bolometric luminosity. Mclump: Clump mass. αvir: virial parameter.
All data will be available on the ATLASGAL website (http://atlasgal.mpifr-bonn.mpg.de) and CDS (http://cdsweb.u-strasbg.fr).
Distance references: (1): Sanna et al. (2014); (2): Zhang et al. (2014); (3): Giannetti et al. (2014); (4): Zhang et al. (2013); (5):
Brunthaler et al. (2009); (6): Giannetti et al. (2015); (7): Giannetti et al. (2014); (8): Sato et al. (2014); (9): Xu et al. (2011); (10):
Sato et al. (2010); (11): Urquhart et al. (2012); (13): Moisés et al. (2011); (14): Busfield et al. (2006); (15): Snell et al. (1990);
(16): Davies et al. (2012); (17): Tangent Point; (18): Roman-Duval et al. (2009); (19): Green & McClure-Griffiths (2011); (20):
Kurayama et al. (2011); (21): Zhang et al. (2009); (22): Wienen et al. (2015); (23): Urquhart et al. (2014b); (24): Xu et al. (2009);
(25): Immer et al. (2013); (26): Caswell et al. (1975); (27): Wu et al. (2014); (28): Immer et al. (2012)
Note: Only the data for 15 sources are given here. The full table can be found in Table A.1.
sources (AGAL024.651−00.169, AGAL305.209+00.206,
AGAL338.926+00.554, AGAL354.944−00.537) the aper-
ture is cutting into some nearby source and hence
overestimating the background corrected flux. For 3
sources (AGAL008.706−00.414, AGAL022.376+00.447,
AGAL351.161+00.697) the background aperture is picking
up some broad emission, leading the source flux to be under-
estimated. For AGAL028.564−00.236 the region within the
aperture is too complex to be interpreted as a single source and
AGAL013.178+00.059 is located on a background with a strong
gradient leading to an unreliable flux estimate. This reduces
the sample size for the analysis of evolutionary trends to 102
sources.
Comparing the average values of the parameters for the dif-
ferent source classifications and the cumulative distributions pre-
sented in Table 2 and Fig. 8 reveals evidence for evolutionary
trends with increases in temperatures, bolometric luminosities
and column densities as a function of the different stages. We
also find that the mean masses and linear sizes of the subsam-
ples are similar and so we conclude that the initial conditions
were also similar, assuming the clumps not to accrete from a
much larger mass reservoir.
4.1. Dust temperature and bolometric luminosity
The dust temperature is a fitted parameter of the modified black-
body model. Values range from 11 K for the 70 µm weak sources
to 41 K for the H ii regions’ dust envelopes. The lowest tempera-
tures are close to the temperature expected for quiescent clumps,
which is determined by cosmic ray heating (∼10 K; Urban et al.
2009), consistent with the proposed starless nature of the 70 µm
weak sources. Take note that these sources are likely to have even
lower temperatures in the inner part as indicated by Bernard et al.
(2010). The mean temperature of the dust envelope increases
through the different categories from 16.4 K for the 70 µm weak
sources up to a mean temperature of 31.7 K for the Hii regions,
with an average dust temperature of 24.7 K for the whole sam-
ple. We point out that the dust temperatures for the Hii regions
should be taken with care (and possibly as lower limits) as the
emission might be optically thick for a portion of the SED (see
e.g. Elia & Pezzuto 2016).
As can be seen from the cumulative histogram in Fig. 8 (up-
per left panel), the dust temperature increases with the evolu-
tionary stage and the different classes (and hence evolutionary
stages) are well separated with regard to its value. This is con-
firmed by Anderson-Darling tests yielding p-values lower than
2.7 × 10−3 for all classes rejecting the null hypothesis that these
are drawn from the same distribution at the 3σ significance level.
To estimate the bolometric luminosities Lbol for each source
we combine the distance and integrated flux determined from the
fitted SED model using the equation
Lbol = 4pid2
∫
S λ dλ, (1)
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Table 2. Overview of the different classes and their parameters. Given are the mean, median, minimum, maximum, standard deviation and standard
error for each parameter.
Class/Parameter Mean Median Min Max Standard deviation Standard error
70 µm weak
Tdust/K 16.4 16.9 10.7 24.24 3.35 0.8
Lbol/L 3.2 × 103 2.2 × 103 4.3 × 102 9.1 × 103 2.9 × 103 7.3 × 102
Menv/M 2.1 × 103 1.3 × 103 1.2 × 102 1.0 × 104 2.6 × 103 6.4 × 102
Lbol/Menv · L/M 3.4 2.6 0.2 22.6 5.1 1.3
r/pc 1.1 1.0 0.4 2.74 0.63 0.2
NH2/cm
−2 5.6 × 1022 4.8 × 1022 2.4 × 1022 1.3 × 1023 2.7 × 1022 6.8 × 1021
Mid-IR weak
Tdust/K 19.9 21.4 11.7 26.18 4.26 0.7
Lbol/L 2.2 × 104 5.7 × 103 5.7 × 101 2.2 × 105 4.1 × 104 7.1 × 103
Menv/M 2.2 × 103 1.3 × 103 1.8 × 101 1.1 × 104 2.5 × 103 4.4 × 102
Lbol/Menv · L/M 8.3 7.2 0.3 25.7 7.3 1.3
r/pc 1.0 0.7 0.2 2.49 0.64 0.1
NH2/cm
−2 1.1 × 1023 7.6 × 1022 3.7 × 1022 7.6 × 1023 1.3 × 1023 2.3 × 1022
Mid-IR bright
Tdust/K 28.1 28.2 21.9 34.53 3.65 0.6
Lbol/L 5.0 × 104 2.2 × 104 9.9 × 102 2.5 × 105 5.4 × 104 9.1 × 103
Menv/M 1.5 × 103 6.0 × 102 1.8 × 101 9.1 × 103 2.3 × 103 3.8 × 102
Lbol/Menv · L/M 51.2 37.6 7.5 150.0 38.1 6.4
r/pc 0.6 0.6 0.2 2.45 0.41 0.1
NH2/cm
−2 1.7 × 1023 7.4 × 1022 3.2 × 1022 7.8 × 1023 1.8 × 1023 3.0 × 1022
Hii regions
Tdust/K 31.7 31.8 22.8 41.12 3.97 0.8
Lbol/L 4.6 × 105 2.0 × 105 3.0 × 103 3.8 × 106 7.7 × 105 1.5 × 105
Menv/M 6.0 × 103 2.1 × 103 2.8 × 102 4.3 × 104 9.0 × 103 1.8 × 103
Lbol/Menv · L/M 86.7 75.5 10.8 358.8 67.4 13.5
r/pc 0.8 0.7 0.2 1.89 0.47 0.1
NH2/cm
−2 3.6 × 1023 2.6 × 1023 1.3 × 1023 1.1 × 1024 2.1 × 1023 4.2 × 1022
all
Tdust/K 24.7 24.7 10.7 41.12 6.85 0.7
Lbol/L 1.3 × 105 1.6 × 104 5.7 × 101 3.8 × 106 4.1 × 105 3.9 × 104
Menv/M 2.8 × 103 1.2 × 103 1.8 × 101 4.3 × 104 5.1 × 103 4.9 × 102
Lbol/Menv · L/M 39.7 22.5 0.2 358.8 50.7 4.8
r/pc 0.9 0.7 0.2 2.74 0.56 0.1
NH2/cm
−2 1.8 × 1023 8.6 × 1022 2.4 × 1022 1.1 × 1024 1.9 × 1023 1.8 × 1022
where d is the distance to the source (Sect. 2.2) and
∫
S λ dλ is
the integrated flux. The bolometric luminosities for the whole
sample range from 57 L for the least luminous source to 3.8 ×
106 L for the most luminous H ii region, with a mean value of
1.3×105 L and a median value 1.5×104 L. The cumulative dis-
tribution function of the luminosities shows they increase with
the evolutionary stage yielding p-values < 2.4 × 10−5 for the
Anderson-Darling test. However, these tests reveal no signifi-
cant difference between the mid-infrared weak and mid-infrared
bright samples (p-value = 1.2×10−2) as well as between the mid-
infrared weak and the 70 µm weak sources (p-value = 5.6×10−3).
To verify that the extraction of the photometry and using a
relatively simple two-component model to fit the SED produces
reliable results, we compare our derived luminosities with those
reported for a subsample of the same sources reported by the
RMS team (Urquhart et al. 2014b). This other research has used
fluxes drawn from the Hi-GAL point source catalogue (Molinari
et al. 2016) and the more complex radiative transfer models de-
termined by Whitney et al. (2005) and the fitting tool developed
by Robitaille et al. (2007). In Figure 9 we show this comparison
of the bolometric luminosities for 41 matching sources of the
RMS sample. It is clear from this plot that there is good agree-
ment between these two very different methods.
4.2. Clump mass, size and column density
To estimate the masses of the sources we followed the procedure
of Hildebrand (1983) for an optically thin emission and a single
temperature, as the derived optical depth at 870 µm is τ870  1
for all sources:
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Fig. 8. Cumulative distribution plots showing the range of values for the derived parameters for the whole sample (grey curve) and the four
evolutionary sub-samples (see legend for colours).
Mclump =
d2S 870R
B870(Td)κ870
(2)
where d is the distance to the cloud, S 870 is the integrated 870 µm
flux density obtained from the aperture photometry, R the gas-
to-dust ratio assumed to be 100, B870(Td) the intensity of the
blackbody at 870 µm at the dust envelope temperature Td, and
κ870 = 1.85 cm2g−1 the dust opacity at 870 µm calculated as the
average of all dust models from Ossenkopf & Henning (1994)
for the dust emissivity index of 1.75 that we use for the fitting of
the SEDs.
The derived clump masses range from 18 M up to 4.3 ×
104 M with a mean value of 2.8 × 103 M and a median value
of 1.2 × 103 M for the whole sample. Two sources are found
to have comparatively low masses (i.e. AGAL316.641−00.087
and AGAL353.066+00.452), making them unlikely to form any
massive stars. The mass cumulative distribution plot shown in
Figure 8 (mid left panel) reveals little variation between the dif-
ferent classes and is therefore relatively independent of the evo-
lutionary phase. This is confirmed by Anderson-Darling tests
with only the mid-infrared bright and Hii regions yielding a p-
value of 1.0×10−4 yielding them unlikely to be drawn from the
same distribution. We note that this difference is likely an effect
of the dust temperatures being lower limits for the compact Hii
regions (see Section 4.1) and hence the envelope masses being
upper limits.
The linear size of a source (i.e. its radius r) in pc can be
calculated from the distance D in pc and the deconvolved source
size θdeconv as
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Fig. 9. Comparison of our luminosities to those of Urquhart et al.
(2014b) for sources common in both studies. The grey shaded areas
indicate the area of of an agreement within a factor of two (dark) and
three (light). Most of the luminosities agree within a factor of three,
showing that our simplified two-component model is sufficient to get an
estimate for the luminosity.
r = d · tan(θdeconv/2) (3)
with the deconvolved size of the source being calculated as
θdeconv =
√
D2ap − θ2beam (4)
where Dap is the source size as used for the aperture and θbeam is
the FWHM size of the beam (i.e. 19.2′′). The cumulative dis-
tribution of the linear source size is presented in the middle
right panel of Fig. 8 with a mean value of 0.9 pc and a me-
dian value of 0.7 pc over all classes. We find mostly no signif-
icant differences between the different evolutionary classes with
Anderson-Darling tests all yielding p-values > 0.003, except be-
tween the mid-infrared bright and the 70 µm weak sources (p-
value = 2.6 × 10−3).
We also calculate the beam averaged column density ac-
cording to Schuller et al. (2009), assuming the dust emission at
870 µm is optically thin:
NH2 =
F870R
B870(Td) Ωapp κ870 µH2 mH
, (5)
where F870 being the peak flux density, the beam solid angle
Ωapp, and µH2 = 2.8 as the mean molecular weight of the inter-
stellar medium with respect to a hydrogen molecule according
to Kauffmann et al. (2008) and mH the mass of a hydrogen atom.
The other parameters are as previously defined.
In Fig. 8 (lower left panel) we show the histogram of the
beam averaged peak column densities. The mean column den-
sity increases from 2.4 × 1022 cm−2 for the 70 µm weak sources
to column densities in excess of 1024 cm−2 for the Hii regions.
This is to be expected, as the clumps increase their density in the
process of collapse. We note that the class of compact Hii regions
is well distinguished from the other classes, being confirmed by
Anderson-Darling tests (p-values < 2.4 × 10−5). We point out
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Fig. 10. Mass-size relationship of the ATLASGAL Top100. The lower
right grey shaded area highlights the region where it is unlikely that
high-mass stars are formed according to Kauffmann et al. (2010) and the
black dashed line indicates a surface density of 0.05 g cm−2 determined
as the lower limit for efficient massive star formation by Urquhart et al.
(2014c). Note that the slopes of the linear log-log fits of all classes agree
with each other within the margin of error of the fitted power laws.
that the column densities are effected by the dust temparatures
being lower limits for the compact Hii regions as discussed in
section 4.1, hence rendering the column densities upper limits.
Furthermore, this nicely shows that the young Hii regions have
not dispersed the envelope significantly yet, as we would expect
for the sources being selected such as to be the brightest in AT-
LASGAL, hence making them the densest phase before dispers-
ing the dust envelopes. For the other classes the null-hypothesis
of the samples being drawn from the same distribution can not
be rejected with p-values > 1.1× 10−2. However, taking a closer
look at the cumulative distribution of the column density in Fig.
8 (lower left plot) and taking into account the small number of
only 16 source of the 70 µm weak sample, we speculate that this
subclass might be well distinguishable for a larger sample.
5. Discussion
5.1. Comparison with massive star formation relations
In Figure 10 we present the mass-size relation for the sample.
According to Kauffmann et al. (2010) a lower limit for high-
mass star formation is given by M(r) ≥ 580 M · (r/pc)1.33 when
reducing the mass coefficient by a factor of 1.5 from 870 to 580
to match with the dust absorption coefficient used in the present
paper. Taking this threshold as the lower limit for massive star
formation we find that 93 (i.e. 85%) of our sources have the
potential to form at least one massive star. Similarly assuming
the threshold found by Urquhart et al. (2014c), indicating that
sources with surface densities above 0.05 g cm−2 can efficiently
form high mass stars, up to 99 sources (i.e. 98% of the sources
with good SEDs and classification) have already formed at least
one high mass star or are likely to do so in the future.
To estimate the stability of the clumps, we calculate the virial
parameter for the 102 sources of Giannetti et al. (2014), but cor-
rect for the revised distances d. Revising the distances affects the
linear source sizes rFWHM for the regions the velocity dispersion
was measured for (i.e. approximately the FWHM of the source).
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Fig. 11. Clump mass versus virial parameter αvir. The dashed and dotted
lines represent Mvir = M and Mvir = 2M, respectively. Sources below
these lines are likely to be unstable and and hence collapsing with and
without a magnetic field being present for the dashed and dotted lines,
respectively.
We calculate the virial parameter according to Bertoldi & Mc-
Kee (1992):
αvir =
5
G
·
(
∆V
2
√
2 ln 2
)2
· rFWHM · M−1clump (6)
where we adopted the C17O (3–2) linewidth ∆V in km/s from
Giannetti et al. (2014), G the gravitaional constant and Mclump
the clump mass estimated from the flux given by Csengeri et al.
(2014) using Equation 2. Here the linewidth and the envelope
mass are estimated using the FWHM source sizes. The result is
shown in Figure 11.
In general, we see a similar anti-correlation of the clump
mass with the virial parameter as reported by other work (e.g.
Kauffmann et al. 2013; Urquhart et al. 2014c; Giannetti et al.
2014), indicating that stability of clumps decreases as their mass
increases. Fitting a power law to the data for all classes, we find
the trend of all classes to be very similar to each other with a gen-
eral slope of s = −0.43 ± 0.04 for the whole sample (compare
Fig. 11).
Kauffmann et al. (2013) adopted a critical value of αcrit = 2
for a Bonnor-Ebert sphere (Bonnor 1955) not being supported
by a magnetic field. Under this assumption a clump is likely to
be unstable if αvir < 2. From this we conclude that at least 99
sources (i.e. 97%) are likely to be unstable.
For the whole sample only three sources show a
virial parameter of αvir > 2 (AGAL316.641−00.087,
AGAL338.066+00.044, AGAL353.066+00.452) and are there-
fore unlikely to be collapsing, if external pressure does not
confine them. Two of these sources (AGAL316.641−00.087,
AGAL353.066+00.452) with a virial parameter of αvir ≈ 5.4 and
2.3, respectively, were found to have masses lower than 19 M
making them unlikely to form a massive star.
In case of a magnetic field being present, Bertoldi & McKee
(1992) showed that with the magnetic field and kinetic support
being equal, the critical value of the virial parameter is lower
(αcrit = 1). Taking this lower critical parameter as the threshold
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Fig. 12. Ratio of the minimum critical magnetic field strength needed
to stabilize our sources Bcrit to the upper limit magnetic field strength
Bmax for a cloud as suggested by Crutcher (2012). Sources right of the
dashed line (Bcrit = Bmax) can not build a magnetic field strong enough
to prevent the clumps from collapsing.
for collapse, we find that 84 of the sources (i.e. 82%) are grav-
itationally unstable and in the absence of strong magnetic fields
are likely to be collapsing.
To further investigate the minimum magnetic field strength
needed to support the clumps against gravitational collapse, we
follow the procedure of Kauffmann et al. (2013), calculating the
critical field strength as
Bcrit = 81 µG · MΦMBE
(
∆V
2
√
2 ln 2
)2 1
rFWHM
(7)
where we substitute
MΦ
MBE
=
2
αvir
− 1 (8)
as calculated from the virial parameter αvir. We find the me-
dian critical field strength to range from 0.8 mG for the 70 µm
weak class up to 6.2 mG for the compact Hii regions. Crutcher
(2012) proposes a density-dependant upper limit for the mag-
netic field strength in a molecular cloud of
Bmax = 10 µG
( nH2
150 cm−3
)0.65
, (9)
implying that if Bcrit > Bmax no existing magnetic field can
stabilize the cloud. To apply our data, we further transform Equa-
tion 9 as shown by Kauffmann et al. (2013, C.4) into
Bmax = 336 µG
(
Mclump
10 M
)0.65 ( rFWHM
0.1 pc
)−1.95
. (10)
Comparing Bcrit to Bmax (see Figure 12) we find the mini-
mum magnetic field strength needed to stabilize our sources to
be higher than the upper limit suggested by Crutcher (2012) for
69% of our sample. From this we conclude that the majority of
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Fig. 13. Mass-luminosity distribution of the whole sample. The grey
tracks are evolutionary models used by Molinari et al. (2008). The
dash-dotted colored lines show a linear fit to the corresponding class
of sources. The horizontal dashed line shows the luminosity of a B1.5
star as calculated by Mottram et al. (2011a, Table 1), whereas the verti-
cal dashed line shows the threshold of 650 M beyond which clumps are
likely to host massive dense clumps or high-mass protostars (Csengeri
et al. 2014).
our sources can either not be stabilized or would need extreme
magnetic fields to support them against gravitational collapse.
Our analysis has revealed that there is no significant differ-
ence in the global properties of the sample with similar mass
and size distributions found for all of the sub-samples, hence
likely having had similar initial physical conditions. We have
also found that the majority of the sample satisfies the mass-size
threshold criterion required for massive star formation and that
they are unstable to gravity and likely to collapse in the absence
of a strong magnetic field, clearly confirming that the sources of
the ATLASGAL Top100 are a sample of massive star forming
regions.
5.2. Evolutionary Sequence of the Sample
The analysis presented in the previous subsection found little
difference in the masses and stability of the various sub-samples
and revealed them all to be good candidates for massive star for-
mation. The results obtained from the SED fitting show trends
for increasing temperatures and bolometric luminosity that are
consistent with the proposed evolutionary sequence. In this sub-
section we will extend this analysis in order to robustly test the
evolutionary scheme of the ATLASGAL Top100.
Following the procedure of Molinari et al. (2008), we com-
pare here the clump mass versus the bolometric luminosity (Fig-
ure 13). In such a plot it is expected that clumps first gain lu-
minosity, moving upward in the plot until the embedded stars
reach the zero age main sequence (ZAMS, solid diagonal line)
and then lose mass, as the dust envelope gets dispersed, moving
leftward in the plot (compare with Molinari et al. 2008). It can
be seen, that the earlier evolutionary stages (i.e. the 70 µm and
mid-infrared weak sources) follow this trend clearly toward the
zero age main sequence. The later stages (i.e. the mid-infrared
bright and Hii regions) are not as well separated, making it dif-
ficult to distinguish their evolutionary stage from dust emission
alone, consistent with the findings of Urquhart et al. (2014c).
Fitting a power law to the data for all four classes, we find
that for the Hii regions, mid-infrared bright and weak sources
the trend is very similar, yielding slopes of s = 1.01 ± 0.13,
s = 0.85±0.13 and s = 1.14±0.16, respectively. These values are
lower than those reported by Molinari et al. (2008) and Urquhart
et al. (2014c), but still in agreement within 3σ. Only the sample
of 70 µm weak sources yields a slightly lower slope of s = 0.49±
0.24, which, however, is still in agreement with the slopes of the
other samples. The low number of sources in this sub-sample
could result in the fit being significantly affected by incomplete
sampling and/or outliers. Nevertheless, the positions of the sub-
samples seen in the mass-luminosity plot are consistent with the
expected evolutionary tracks and nicely illustrate that our sample
covers a wide range of evolutionary stages.
Given that early B-type stars have a minimum luminosity
of ∼ 103.6 L (Mottram et al. 2011a, Table 1), we can see from
the mass-luminosity distribution (Fig. 13) that a large proportion
(80 sources, i.e. 73%) of our sample already has luminosities in
excess of this threshold. As the luminosity of a cluster is dom-
inated by the most massive star, it is likely that these clumps
have already formed at least one high-mass star. Csengeri et al.
(2014) take a mass limit of 650 M for clumps to likely form
high-mass protostars, and 73 sources (i.e. 66%) are found above
this limit. Taking into account both aforementioned thresholds
(Lbol > 103.6 L and Mclump >650 M, ), it is therefore likely that
at least 93 sources (i.e. 85% of our sample) have either already
formed or will likely go on to form a cluster consisting of at least
one massive star in the future.
To further investigate the evolutionary stage of the sources,
we present the cumulative histogram of the bolometric luminos-
ity to clump mass ratio in Fig. 8 (lower right panel). This ratio is
a crude proxy for the evolutionary stage and we would therefore
expect this to increase as the embedded objects evolve and be-
come more luminous. This plot clearly shows a trend for increas-
ing Lbol/Mclump ratio with evolution, increasing continuously
from a minimum ratio of 0.2 for the 70 µm weak sources up to a
ratio of 358.8 for the Hii regions. Performing Anderson-Darling
tests, we find that almost all evolutionary stages are clearly dis-
tinct from each other, yielding p-values < 3.6 × 10−4, rejecting
the null-hypothesis of the samples being drawn from the same
distribution at the 3σ significance level. We only find the mid-
infrared bright and Hii region phases to be similar enough, as to
be drawn from the same distribution with a p-value of 2.6×10−2.
5.3. Dust continuum emission as evolutionary stage indicator
As we have seen in the previous sections, the physical parame-
ters and derived quantities obtained from dust continuum emis-
sion namely temperature, bolometric luminosity, clump mass,
Lbol/Menv, linear source size or column density are differently
well suited to distinguish between the evolutionary phases of
massive star formation.
In Table 3 we give an overview of whether or not the
Anderson-Darling tests are able to distinguish two evolutionary
stages of our sample using the given parameter. We note that ex-
cept for the temperature no single parameter is suited to discrim-
inate between all evolutionary stages alone. However, all classes
can be well distinguished by a combination of at least two differ-
ent parameters and the evolutionary sequence is well reflected in
the physical parameters obtained from the dust emission. But al-
though there are clear trends seen in the distributions of some of
the derived parameters there is also significant overlap between
them (compare Table 2). In turn this makes it impossible to as-
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Table 3. Overview of different physical parameters and whether or not the Anderson-Darling test is able to distinguish the different classes of
sources.
Parameter Hii Hii Hii Mid-IR bright Mid-IR bright Mid-IR quietMid-IR bright Mid-IR quiet 70 µm weak Mid-IR quiet 70 µm weak 70 µm weak
T + + + + + +
Lbol + + + - + -
Menv + - - - - -
Lbol/Menv - + + + + +
r - - - - + -
NH2 + + + - - -
sign a given source to a single evolutionary stage just from the
dust parameters and further criteria are required.
The optical depth might limit the usability of the dust emis-
sion in extreme cases, where the emission being optically thick
at far-infrared wavelengths would underestimate the fluxes of
the SED. Similarly the estimated dust temperature might be un-
derestimated for sources for which the emission longward of
λ > 21 µm becomes optically thick (Elia & Pezzuto 2016).
Both effects likely play an important role for the more evolved
sources, making the derived physical parameters less reliable for
the densest and most evolved sources.
Comparison of extinction properties of low-mass and high-
mass clouds and cores have shown that only modest extinctions
are required for a core to manifest as infrared dark (Pillai 2016).
In a forthcoming work, we show that at the distance of a few
kpc, dust emission alone cannot reveal populations of low mass
protostars (Class 0 and higher) embedded within clouds and line
observations are crucial in distinguishing such cores from those
that are genuinely quiescent (Pillai et al. in prep.). This is fur-
ther supported by recent analysis of Feng et al. (2016) and Tan
et al. (2016), who have reported a bipolar outflow of a high-mass
protostar associated with a 70 µm dark source. As outflows are
associated with ongoing star formation, this source as well as the
the analysis presented by Pillai (2016) are good examples of the
possible limitations of the dust classification when no source is
detected at 70 µm.
Accordingly, the ATLASGAL team is investigating a wide
range of molecular line tracers as well as different masers for
their suitability as evolutionary stage indicators to supplement
the rather rough discrimination obtained from the dust contin-
uum parameters. An overview of these projects will be given in
the next section.
5.4. Complementary molecular observations
Molecular lines can be used to independently derive and inves-
tigate the physical and chemical properties of the gas in star-
forming regions. In the radio (centimeter to millimeter wave-
lengths) regime, extinction is in general negligible and it is there-
fore easier to see directly the effect of protostellar activity (e.g.,
outflows, gas warm-up and hot cores) in molecular lines.
Here we discuss the effects of mechanical and thermal feed-
back as probed by different tracers available for the Top100
sample, synthesizing the results of various studies of methanol
and water masers as well as thermal emission from high density
molecular tracers in terms of temperature evolution and probes
of star formation activity.
Table 4. Association with Class II methanol and H2O masers.
Class Numbera MMB MMB HOPS HOPS
of sources assoc. ratio assoc. ratio
70 µm weak 16/10 1 0.06 1 0.10
Mid-IR weak 34/27 17 0.50 15 0.56
Mid-IR bright 36/17 28 0.78 14 0.82
H ii region 25/17 20 0.80 11 0.65
a The first number gives the number of sources within the region
covered by the MMB while the second number gives the number
of sources covered by HOPS.
Thermal feedback: CO depletion as function of evolution was
investigated by Giannetti et al. (2014). The abundance of CO is
correlated with the evolutionary stages in the low-mass regime
(Caselli et al. 1998; Bacmann et al. 2002). In the Top100 we find
the same trend: CO depletion decreases in more evolved clumps
as a function of L/M, indirectly showing that the sources become
warmer with time. The revised classification proposed here does
not affect these earlier results. We also find that the C17O(3–2)
linewidth used in Section 5.1 increases with evolutionary stage
from a median value of 2.2 km s−1 for the 70 µm weak class to
5.3 km s−1 for the compact Hii regions under the new classifi-
cation, confirming the earlier results and further bolstering the
evolutionary sequence presented here.
Acetonitrile (CH3CN) and methyl acetylene (CH3CCH) are
reliable thermometers of the gas. Acetonitrile and methyl acety-
lene, as well as methanol will be discussed in detail by Giannetti
et al. (in prep.), where preliminary results give further support
for our revised classification scheme.
Furthermore, we searched for Class II methanol maser as-
sociations in the MMB survey (Urquhart et al. 2013a). Class
II methanol masers are radiatively pumped and therefore trace
the radiation field from the central object. We found associa-
tions for 66 clumps, with 7 clumps being associated with 2 or
more methanol masers. A detailed study of the properties of
methanol maser associated clumps for the whole ATLASGAL
survey is presented in Urquhart et al. (2013a), which includes
55 of the Top100 clumps. The remaining 12 clumps matched
with MMB sources are new and have resulted from compari-
son with the final part of the MMB catalogue recently published
in Breen et al. (2015). The overall association rate between the
Top100 and the MMB catalogue is ∼63%, however, the associa-
tion rate is significantly higher for the more evolved clump clas-
sifications as can be seen in Table 4. The association ratio is sim-
ilar for the mid-infrared bright and compact Hii region classes
but drops to ∼50% for the mid-infrared weak sources and close
to zero for the 70 µm weak sources. We find ∼72% (i.e. 48/66)
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Fig. 14. Three color image of the 70 µm weak source
AGAL013.178+00.059. Note the strong heating from the south
east. The magenta, green and blue crosses mark the positions of the
source peak, the associated methanol and water maser, respectively.
Size: ∼3’×3’; red: ATLASGAL 870 µm; green: PACS 160 µm; blue:
PACS 70 µm.
of all sources associated with a methanol maser to be either mid-
infrared bright clumps or compact Hii regions. The only 70 µm
weak source with maser activity is AGAL013.178+00.059 (Fig.
14). This source is removed from the SED analysis as discussed
in Section 4. AGAL013.178+00.059 is located near the edge
of an evolved Hii region and is likely being externally heated
and undergoing compression on one side. The external heating
has resulted in some extended 70 µm emission that has made a
definitive classification more difficult. Although care needs to be
taken in the interpretation of the association between this clump
and the masers, it does suggest that star formation may already
be underway in some of these 70 µm weak clumps. This is fur-
ther supported by the fact that a water maser is detected in the
source (see discussion below).
Gallaway et al. (2013) examined the mid-infrared emission
towards a larger sample of 776 methanol masers and found a
similar fraction associated with mid-infrared emission. This sug-
gests that methanol masers are associated with more evolved
stages where the embedded objects are already producing sig-
nificant luminosity and have started to warm their local envi-
ronments. This also ties in nicely with a recent study of out-
flows towards methanol masers (de Villiers et al. 2014, 2015)
which found that the dynamical age of outflows associated with
methanol masers are older than for the general population of
molecular outflows reported in the literature.
Mechanical feedback: Standard tracers of outflow activity are
for example high-velocity line-wings in CO and SiO lines, as
well as water masers.
From the ATLASGAL Top100 sample, 36 sources lie in the
Ist Galactic quadrant, and are part of the sources investigated by
Csengeri et al. (2016). All of them are detected in the SiO(2–1)
and (5–4) transitions except for two mid infrared weak sources.
Line-wings are detected altogether towards 21 sources, includ-
ing three clumps which are dark at 70 µm, demonstrating that
molecular lines can be a more sensitive probe of star formation
activity than dust alone. In a forthcoming paper Navarete et al.
will extend the analysis on the content of molecular outflows in
the Top100 sample, using observations in the Mid-J CO lines to
further test the classification scheme.
We have also searched for position coincidences with water
masers identified by the H2O Southern Galactic Plane Survey
(HOPS; Walsh et al. 2011, 2014). This survey covers Galactic
longitudes 300◦ < ` < 30◦ and Galactic latitudes |b| < 0.5◦ and
so only includes 71 of the Top100 sources. In Table 4 we give the
number of sources, the number of these associated with water
masers and the fractional association rates for each evolutionary
type. There is a clear trend for increasing frequency of associ-
ation with water masers with the first three evolutionary stages.
This is in agreement with the evolutionary scheme based on the
dust analysis. Comparing the water maser association rates with
the methanol maser association rates for the different stages we
find them to be similar for the first earliest three stages, but the
water maser association rate is noticeably lower for the more
evolved H ii region stage. As water masers can be collisionaly
excited and hence are an indicator for shocks and outflows, the
H2O maser found for AGAL013.178+00.059 (Figure 14) can ei-
ther be associated with material ejection or with compression
from the south east, making this an interesting source to investi-
gate possibly in more detail.
To summarize, the results of the molecular line observations
as well as the associations between Class II methanol and H2O
masers support the evolutionary classification scheme outlined
in Sect. 2. In particular, the lack of Class II masers towards the
70 µm-dark sources points to the star formation associated with
these clumps being in a very early evolutionary phase, which is
supported by the SED analysis. Despite the limited sensitivity of
the SED analysis to the distinct evolutionary phases, our com-
prehensive programme of follow-up molecular line observations
will be essential to refine the scheme and derive the physical
properties of each stage. The results of these follow-up observa-
tions will be fully discussed in a number of forthcoming papers
(e.g. Navarete et al. (in prep.), Giannetti et al. (in prep.), Urquhart
et al. (in prep.)).
6. Summary
In this paper we characterize the properties of 110 massive star
forming regions that have been selected to cover important evo-
lutionary stages in the formation of massive stars. This sam-
ple includes examples of the coldest pre-stellar stages through
to the formation of the ultra-compact H ii regions. Using multi-
wavelength data, this sample has been classified into four distinct
stages: 70 µm weak, mid-infrared weak, mid-infrared bright and
H ii regions. Distances for the sources presented in this paper
have been revised, incorporating the latest maser parallax mea-
surements.
Exploiting the dust continuum SEDs from mid-infrared to
submm wavelengths, we derived dust temperatures and inte-
grated fluxes; these are subsequently used to estimate reliable
bolometric luminosities, clump masses and peak column den-
sities for the whole sample. Comparing the physical properties
of the clumps we found no significant differences between the
distances, clump masses or physical sizes for the different evo-
lutionary phases.
1. The SED analysis provided useful constraints for the dust
temperature and integrated emission. We find the dust
temperatures to increase from 11 K for the coldest sources
to 41 K for the Hii regions with an average value of 24.7 K
for the whole sample. A similar trend is seen in the mean
bolometric luminosity increasing from 3.2 × 103 L for the
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70 µm weak sample to 4.6 × 105 L for the compact Hii
regions. The classification of the sample is further verified
by the continuous increase in the bolometric luminosity
to clump mass ratio from an average ratio of 3.4 for the
youngest to 86.7 for the most evolved class, all of which is
consistent with the proposed evolutionary scheme described
in Sect. 2. Although the SED analysis reveals significant
differences between the different classes, we also find that
there is a large overlap between the different evolutionary
phases and additional information is required to confirm and
refine the evolutionary scheme.
2. We have found that the majority of the sample satisfy
the size-mass criterion for massive star formation and so
have the potential to form massive stars in the future if not
already currently doing so. Evaluating the clump stability
we find that the vast majority are unstable against gravity
and likely to be undergoing global collapse in the absence of
significant magnetic support. It therefore seems likely that
the majority of the sample will form a cluster that includes
at least one massive star. Furthermore, the masses of some
clumps exceed 4 × 104 M and have bolometric luminosities
in excess of 3× 106 L and are therefore likely to be forming
the most massive, earliest O-type stars.
3. We also give an overview of complementary molecular line
observations that are being conducted by the ATLASGAL
team to classify the source in a more robust way. The
association rates of methanol and water masers as well as
molecular outflows reveals significant differences between
the different phases. In addition thermal emission lines and
SiO line profiles are used to discriminate the evolutionary
stages. Examining a combination of these molecular line
and continuum observation we have found strong support
for the proposed evolutionary scheme and verified that
the ATLASGAL Top100 sample represents a statistically
significant catalog of massive star-forming clumps covering
a range of evolutionary phases from the coldest and youngest
70 µm weak to the most evolved clumps hosting H ii regions
still embedded in their natal environment.
Using well established standard methods we have investi-
gated the full evolutionary sequence from the earliest pre-stellar
to the latest embedded H ii region phases on a well-selected sam-
ple of (almost) exclusively high-mass star forming clumps drawn
from an unbiased dust survey covering the whole inner Galaxy
for the first time. Furthermore, as the properties of this sam-
ple have been determined in a consistent way and the major-
ity (∼70 %) is located within 5 kpc these sources are ideal for
high resolution follow-up observations to investigate processes
such as fragmentation, infall and outflows. This sample therefore
provides a solid foundation for more detailed studies to investi-
gate changes of the physical properties and kinematics of the gas
through the process of massive star-formation in the future.
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Appendix A: Full Data
Table A.1. Source parameters.
Name d dref VLSR lapp bapp Dapp Class T ∆T Lbol Mclump αvir
(kpc) (km/s) (deg) (deg) (′′) (K) (K) (L) (M)
AGAL006.216−00.609 2.9 (22) 18.5 6.216 −0.609 71.6 IRw 16.0 0.2 7.3 × 102 4.5 × 102 −
AGAL008.671−00.356 4.8 (19) 35.1 8.668 −0.355 69.1 Hii 26.3 1.4 8.6 × 104 3.0 × 103 −
AGAL008.684−00.367 4.8 (19) 38.0 8.682 −0.367 66.1 IRw 24.2 0.2 2.7 × 104 1.4 × 103 0.69
AGAL008.706−00.414 4.8 (19) 39.4 8.704 −0.412 92.1 IRw 11.8 0.3 5.0 × 102 1.6 × 103 0.22
AGAL008.831−00.027 − − 0.5 8.831 −0.027 70.9 IRw 24.1 1.5 − − −
AGAL010.444−00.017 8.6 (1) 75.9 10.442 −0.016 65.5 IRw 20.7 0.3 1.1 × 104 1.6 × 103 0.40
AGAL010.472+00.027 8.6 (1) 67.6 10.472 +0.028 55.1 Hii 30.5 2.4 4.6 × 105 1.0 × 104 0.22
AGAL010.624−00.384 5.0 (1) −2.9 10.623 −0.382 65.0 Hii 34.5 3.6 4.2 × 105 3.7 × 103 0.42
AGAL012.804−00.199 2.4 (28) 36.2 12.805 −0.197 84.4 Hii 35.1 2.3 2.4 × 105 1.8 × 103 0.78
AGAL013.178+00.059 2.4 (25) 50.4 13.176 +0.062 87.6 70w 24.2 0.8 8.3 × 103 3.6 × 102 0.96
AGAL013.658−00.599 4.5 (22) 48.4 13.656 −0.596 67.0 IRb 27.4 1.3 2.0 × 104 5.6 × 102 0.53
AGAL014.114−00.574 2.6 (3) 20.8 14.112 −0.572 81.0 IRw 22.4 0.8 3.1 × 103 3.5 × 102 0.65
AGAL014.194−00.194 3.9 (3) 39.2 14.194 −0.191 72.0 IRw 18.2 0.6 2.7 × 103 8.2 × 102 0.50
AGAL014.492−00.139 3.9 (3) 39.5 14.491 −0.137 89.3 70w 12.4 0.4 7.5 × 102 1.9 × 103 0.55
AGAL014.632−00.577 1.8 (27) 18.5 14.631 −0.576 83.5 IRw 22.5 0.4 2.7 × 103 2.5 × 102 0.84
AGAL015.029−00.669 2.0 (9) 19.6 15.032 −0.674 98.6 IRb 32.9 1.5 1.3 × 105 1.1 × 103 0.19
AGAL018.606−00.074 4.3 (7) 46.6 18.606 −0.074 74.8 IRw 13.8 0.3 5.9 × 102 8.7 × 102 0.46
AGAL018.734−00.226 12.5 (19) 42.6 18.734 −0.224 74.1 IRw 21.9 1.0 7.2 × 104 7.9 × 103 0.45
AGAL018.888−00.474 4.7 (19) 66.1 18.888 −0.472 81.5 IRw 14.4 0.2 3.2 × 103 2.8 × 103 0.54
AGAL019.609−00.234 12.6 (22) 40.8 19.608 −0.233 60.1 Hii 32.4 1.2 1.1 × 106 1.3 × 104 −
AGAL019.882−00.534 3.7 (19) 45.0 19.882 −0.532 66.7 IRb 24.2 1.4 1.2 × 104 7.9 × 102 0.41
AGAL022.376+00.447 4.0 (19) 54.0 22.376 +0.447 64.7 IRw 13.1 0.4 3.1 × 102 6.2 × 102 0.10
AGAL023.206−00.377 4.6 (5) 78.2 23.206 −0.377 60.7 IRw 22.1 0.1 1.2 × 104 1.2 × 103 0.44
AGAL024.416+00.101 7.7 (17) 112.2 24.418 +0.102 84.5 IRw 15.4 0.2 4.2 × 103 2.4 × 103 −
AGAL024.629+00.172 7.7 (17) 116.0 24.631 +0.174 72.0 IRw 18.1 0.5 5.0 × 103 1.5 × 103 0.85
AGAL024.651−00.169 7.7 (17) 113.0 24.653 −0.169 86.5 70w 18.6 1.0 6.8 × 103 1.8 × 103 −
AGAL024.789+00.082 7.7 (17) 110.2 24.789 +0.085 69.0 Hii 26.5 2.5 1.9 × 105 6.8 × 103 −
AGAL028.564−00.236 5.5 (3) 87.2 28.566 −0.232 101.3 IRw 11.7 0.1 1.7 × 103 5.4 × 103 0.40
AGAL028.861+00.066 7.4 (8) 104.0 28.861 +0.067 69.1 IRb 34.5 1.7 1.6 × 105 1.0 × 103 0.39
AGAL030.818−00.056 4.9 (2) 97.8 30.816 −0.055 65.3 IRb 22.9 0.1 6.3 × 104 5.6 × 103 0.28
AGAL030.848−00.081 4.9 (2) 94.4 30.848 −0.082 78.4 70w 16.7 0.2 3.1 × 103 1.2 × 103 0.10
AGAL030.893+00.139 4.9 (2) 97.3 30.893 +0.139 84.7 70w 11.4 0.5 4.9 × 102 1.9 × 103 0.41
AGAL031.412+00.307 4.9 (2) 98.2 31.411 +0.308 58.9 Hii 26.3 1.8 6.8 × 104 3.0 × 103 0.31
AGAL034.258+00.154 1.6 (20) 58.5 34.256 +0.155 66.5 Hii 31.0 1.2 4.8 × 104 8.0 × 102 0.57
AGAL034.401+00.226 1.6 (20) 57.4 34.402 +0.229 81.5 Hii 22.8 1.2 2.9 × 103 2.7 × 102 1.94
AGAL034.411+00.234 1.6 (20) 58.0 34.411 +0.236 62.6 IRb 26.1 1.8 4.8 × 103 2.1 × 102 1.20
AGAL034.821+00.351 1.6 (20) 58.3 34.819 +0.351 89.0 IRb 24.7 0.6 2.7 × 103 1.1 × 102 1.62
AGAL035.197−00.742 2.2 (21) 34.7 35.197 −0.743 73.5 IRb 29.5 2.7 2.3 × 104 4.6 × 102 0.90
AGAL035.579+00.007 10.3 (22) 53.1 35.576 +0.011 109.8 70w 14.5 0.2 9.1 × 103 1.0 × 104 −
AGAL037.554+00.201 6.7 (17) 86.1 37.552 +0.201 69.5 IRb 28.4 1.8 5.1 × 104 1.2 × 103 0.67
AGAL043.166+00.011 11.1 (4) 5.3 43.165 +0.012 68.5 Hii 34.0 2.7 3.7 × 106 4.3 × 104 0.08
AGAL049.489−00.389 5.4 (10) 57.2 49.488 −0.388 62.1 Hii 29.1 1.2 5.5 × 105 1.1 × 104 0.18
AGAL053.141+00.069 1.6 (18) 22.3 53.141 +0.071 66.8 IRb 25.4 0.7 2.3 × 103 9.4 × 101 1.59
AGAL059.782+00.066 2.2 (24) 23.1 59.782 +0.066 78.9 IRb 28.2 1.5 9.7 × 103 2.5 × 102 0.71
AGAL301.136−00.226 4.4 (19) −39.2 301.136 −0.224 62.1 Hii 34.6 2.8 2.1 × 105 1.9 × 103 0.42
AGAL305.192−00.006 3.8 (16) −34.2 305.192 −0.004 73.7 IRw 26.1 3.1 1.2 × 104 5.1 × 102 0.96
AGAL305.209+00.206 3.8 (16) −42.5 305.208 +0.208 68.0 IRb 30.1 0.9 8.8 × 104 1.4 × 103 0.73
AGAL305.562+00.014 3.8 (16) −39.8 305.561 +0.014 67.9 IRb 33.4 1.9 5.1 × 104 4.0 × 102 1.00
AGAL305.794−00.096 3.8 (16) −40.8 305.794 −0.096 84.7 70w 16.0 0.1 9.8 × 102 5.9 × 102 0.62
AGAL309.384−00.134 5.3 (19) −51.3 309.383 −0.134 74.9 IRb 24.0 1.3 1.5 × 104 1.2 × 103 0.65
AGAL310.014+00.387 3.6 (3) −41.3 310.011 +0.389 76.6 IRb 32.2 1.1 4.9 × 104 4.1 × 102 1.14
AGAL313.576+00.324 3.8 (19) −46.9 313.576 +0.326 57.8 IRb 29.2 1.8 9.4 × 103 1.8 × 102 1.68
AGAL316.641−00.087 1.2 (23) −17.7 316.639 −0.086 62.2 IRb 30.6 1.9 9.9 × 102 1.8 × 101 5.44
AGAL317.867−00.151 3.0 (3) −40.2 317.867 −0.149 62.3 IRw 19.3 0.5 1.6 × 103 3.6 × 102 0.94
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Table A.1. continued.
Name d dref VLSR lapp bapp Dapp Class T ∆T Lbol Mclump α
(kpc) (km/s) (deg) (deg) (′′) (K) (K) (L) (M)
AGAL318.779−00.137 2.8 (3) −38.1 318.778 −0.136 86.5 IRw 24.9 1.5 6.3 × 103 3.5 × 102 1.45
AGAL320.881−00.397 10.0 (3) −45.3 320.879 −0.396 69.1 70w 16.8 0.2 6.0 × 103 2.8 × 103 0.20
AGAL326.661+00.519 1.8 (13) −39.8 326.661 +0.521 74.2 IRb 28.4 0.8 7.4 × 103 1.2 × 102 1.25
AGAL326.987−00.032 4.0 (3) −58.6 326.986 −0.029 63.7 IRw 17.9 2.4 1.1 × 103 4.4 × 102 1.80
AGAL327.119+00.509 5.5 (19) −83.6 327.119 +0.511 67.7 IRb 31.8 1.2 5.8 × 104 6.7 × 102 0.71
AGAL327.293−00.579 3.1 (22) −44.7 327.291 −0.578 58.8 IRb 27.9 2.2 8.3 × 104 2.8 × 103 0.29
AGAL327.393+00.199 5.9 (19) −89.2 327.391 +0.201 70.1 IRb 23.2 1.0 1.3 × 104 1.1 × 103 0.53
AGAL328.809+00.632 3.0 (19) −41.9 328.808 +0.635 64.7 Hii 36.3 3.2 1.5 × 105 1.0 × 103 0.70
AGAL329.029−00.206 11.5 (19) −43.5 329.029 −0.197 89.3 IRw 23.1 0.6 2.1 × 105 1.1 × 104 0.16
AGAL329.066−00.307 11.6 (19) −41.9 329.064 −0.306 87.4 IRb 21.9 1.0 7.1 × 104 9.0 × 103 0.33
AGAL330.879−00.367 4.2 (26) −62.5 330.878 −0.366 63.0 Hii 33.4 3.0 1.5 × 105 1.5 × 103 0.48
AGAL330.954−00.182 9.3 (11) −91.2 330.952 −0.181 58.6 Hii 33.0 4.5 1.3 × 106 1.7 × 104 0.25
AGAL331.709+00.582 10.5 (3) −67.8 331.707 +0.584 72.2 IRw 21.0 0.3 3.7 × 104 5.1 × 103 0.53
AGAL332.094−00.421 3.6 (13) −56.9 332.094 −0.419 70.0 IRb 30.8 0.7 5.8 × 104 6.2 × 102 0.86
AGAL332.826−00.549 3.6 (13) −57.1 332.824 −0.549 63.6 Hii 35.7 2.8 2.4 × 105 1.9 × 103 0.51
AGAL333.134−00.431 3.6 (13) −53.1 333.133 −0.43 77.4 Hii 35.2 1.7 4.1 × 105 2.8 × 103 0.89
AGAL333.284−00.387 3.6 (13) −52.4 333.284 −0.387 85.4 Hii 30.4 1.8 1.2 × 105 2.0 × 103 0.41
AGAL333.314+00.106 3.6 (13) −46.5 333.314 +0.106 70.6 IRb 25.9 1.5 1.0 × 104 4.2 × 102 1.63
AGAL333.604−00.212 3.6 (13) −48.4 333.602 −0.21 85.2 Hii 41.1 2.4 1.2 × 106 3.4 × 103 0.77
AGAL333.656+00.059 5.3 (3) −85.0 333.656 +0.059 84.7 70w 17.8 0.3 4.2 × 103 1.4 × 103 0.53
AGAL335.789+00.174 3.7 (19) −50.1 335.789 +0.176 71.7 IRw 24.7 0.9 2.0 × 104 1.1 × 103 0.46
AGAL336.958−00.224 10.9 (19) −71.3 336.956 −0.224 57.8 IRw 15.8 1.0 3.6 × 103 2.4 × 103 0.11
AGAL337.176−00.032 11.0 (6) −67.8 337.174 −0.031 82.6 IRw 22.3 1.2 5.9 × 104 5.5 × 103 0.17
AGAL337.258−00.101 11.0 (6) −68.3 337.258 −0.099 68.0 IRw 21.7 0.9 3.0 × 104 3.1 × 103 0.33
AGAL337.286+00.007 9.4 (3) −106.6 337.284 +0.009 86.7 70w 10.7 0.5 1.2 × 103 6.6 × 103 0.09
AGAL337.406−00.402 3.3 (19) −41.0 337.404 −0.402 66.3 Hii 31.8 2.3 8.5 × 104 1.1 × 103 0.55
AGAL337.704−00.054 12.3 (19) −47.4 337.704 −0.053 63.7 Hii 25.6 0.6 3.1 × 105 1.4 × 104 0.28
AGAL337.916−00.477 3.2 (26) −39.6 337.914 −0.476 61.9 IRb 34.4 1.8 1.2 × 105 1.2 × 103 0.45
AGAL338.066+00.044 4.7 (3) −69.2 338.066 +0.046 89.2 70w 18.5 1.4 3.1 × 103 9.6 × 102 2.86
AGAL338.786+00.476 4.5 (3) −63.8 338.782 +0.477 84.8 70w 12.2 0.6 4.8 × 102 1.2 × 103 0.38
AGAL338.926+00.554 4.4 (19) −61.6 338.924 +0.558 89.9 IRb 24.2 1.0 9.4 × 104 5.9 × 103 0.43
AGAL339.623−00.122 3.0 (19) −34.6 339.621 −0.121 80.2 IRb 28.7 1.4 1.4 × 104 3.1 × 102 1.16
AGAL340.374−00.391 3.6 (3) −43.6 340.372 −0.389 72.2 IRw 13.4 0.1 5.1 × 102 7.9 × 102 0.49
AGAL340.746−01.001 2.8 (3) −29.4 340.744 −1.001 75.1 IRb 27.1 0.3 7.6 × 103 2.1 × 102 1.55
AGAL340.784−00.097 10.0 (19) −101.5 340.784 −0.096 61.4 IRw 26.2 0.4 7.2 × 104 2.8 × 103 0.45
AGAL341.217−00.212 3.7 (19) −43.6 341.216 −0.211 65.6 IRb 27.0 1.3 1.6 × 104 4.8 × 102 0.74
AGAL342.484+00.182 12.6 (19) −41.5 342.483 +0.182 64.8 IRw 23.6 0.7 6.4 × 104 4.9 × 103 0.12
AGAL343.128−00.062 3.0 (3) −30.6 343.125 −0.062 69.1 Hii 30.9 4.5 7.1 × 104 1.1 × 103 0.69
AGAL343.756−00.164 2.9 (14) −27.8 343.756 −0.162 60.9 IRw 24.3 1.4 9.8 × 103 6.1 × 102 0.43
AGAL344.227−00.569 2.5 (19) −22.3 344.225 −0.569 63.0 IRw 22.0 1.3 9.7 × 103 1.1 × 103 0.35
AGAL345.003−00.224 3.0 (19) −27.6 345.002 −0.222 65.2 Hii 31.0 2.8 6.4 × 104 9.6 × 102 0.79
AGAL345.488+00.314 2.2 (19) −17.6 345.487 +0.316 86.3 Hii 30.7 1.7 6.1 × 104 9.2 × 102 0.95
AGAL345.504+00.347 2.2 (26) −17.8 345.504 +0.35 75.2 IRb 32.7 1.5 4.3 × 104 4.2 × 102 1.70
AGAL345.718+00.817 1.6 (3) −11.2 345.716 +0.817 94.9 IRb 22.1 1.3 1.8 × 103 2.0 × 102 0.67
AGAL351.131+00.771 1.8 (13) −5.3 351.133 +0.771 80.5 70w 18.6 0.3 6.2 × 102 1.2 × 102 0.76
AGAL351.161+00.697 1.8 (13) −6.7 351.16 +0.698 76.4 IRb 21.9 3.4 8.7 × 103 1.1 × 103 0.46
AGAL351.244+00.669 1.8 (13) −3.3 351.245 +0.67 99.0 IRb 32.5 2.2 7.7 × 104 8.8 × 102 0.46
AGAL351.416+00.646 1.3 (27) −7.4 351.416 +0.645 59.6 Hii 33.4 1.5 3.9 × 104 4.6 × 102 0.54
AGAL351.444+00.659 1.3 (27) −4.3 351.444 +0.659 94.4 IRw 21.4 1.1 9.5 × 103 1.4 × 103 0.28
AGAL351.571+00.762 1.3 (27) −3.2 351.569 +0.762 107.8 70w 17.0 0.1 4.3 × 102 1.6 × 102 0.64
AGAL351.581−00.352 6.8 (19) −95.9 351.581 −0.352 65.6 IRb 27.1 2.6 2.4 × 105 8.7 × 103 0.13
AGAL351.774−00.537 1.0 (15) −2.8 351.775 −0.535 63.3 IRb 31.8 3.5 1.6 × 104 2.6 × 102 1.05
AGAL353.066+00.452 0.9 (22) 1.7 353.066 +0.452 72.1 IRw 17.8 0.2 5.7 × 101 1.7 × 101 2.27
AGAL353.409−00.361 3.4 (22) −16.0 353.408 −0.359 90.4 IRb 28.3 1.7 1.2 × 105 3.4 × 103 0.27
AGAL353.417−00.079 6.1 (3) −54.4 353.416 −0.079 93.7 70w 17.1 0.4 4.5 × 103 1.7 × 103 0.11
AGAL354.944−00.537 1.9 (3) −5.4 354.944 −0.537 88.2 70w 19.1 1.3 4.8 × 102 1.4 × 102 1.13
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Notes. The Columns are as follows: Name: the ATLASGAL catalog source name. d: distance. dref Distance reference (see list of references below
table). Vlsr: source velocity. lapp: Galactic longitude of aperture center. bapp: Galactic latitude of aperture center. Dapp: aperture diameter. Class:
class of the source (Hii: Hii region, IRb: mid-infrared bright, 24d: mid-infrared weak (c: confused within the aperture), 70d: 70 µm weak). T : Dust
temperature ∆T : Error of the dust temperature. Lbol: Bolometric luminosity. Mclump: Clump mass. αvir: virial parameter.
References. Distance references: (1): Sanna et al. (2014); (2): Zhang et al. (2014); (3): Giannetti et al. (2014); (4): Zhang et al. (2013); (5):
Brunthaler et al. (2009); (6): Giannetti et al. (2015); (7): Kurayama et al. (2011); (8): Sato et al. (2014); (9): Xu et al. (2011); (10): Sato et al.
(2010); (11): Urquhart et al. (2012); (13): Moisés et al. (2011); (14): Busfield et al. (2006); (15): Snell et al. (1990); (16): Davies et al. (2012); (17):
Tangent Point; (18): Roman-Duval et al. (2009); (19): Green & McClure-Griffiths (2011); (20): Zhang et al. (2009); (21): Wienen et al. (2015);
(22): Urquhart et al. (2014b); (23): Xu et al. (2009); (24): Immer et al. (2013); (25): Caswell et al. (1975); (26): Wu et al. (2014); (27): Immer et al.
(2012)
